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Disappointed
 
Every time when I try to connect with you
Every time when I get the chance to be closer to you
Every time when I get to feel that you are nearer
The disappointment is what I get
 
The classy and the world are your daily promises
The Jewels and the diamond are of your tune
The happy life, the love and the happiness you promised
Oh the tears and the broken heart is what I get
 
I try not to show the disappointment I have in you
You care less about my feelings for you
You know less about my love for you
But in the end you know nothing about love
You know too much about disappointment
 
Many have tried to warn me about you
But I kept on believing in the word that says
'Never listen to other people care less about them'
But my ignorance has killed me, it has destroyed me
I am so disappointed
 
I am so disappointed in myself not only you
For letting me believe that you the one for me
I failed myself so big, I failed myself so wrong
But in the end my tears are of blood
Slowly I will be up again, rise again
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Don’t Lose Your Identity
 
Sins can make you lose focus to God
Can move you from white to black
Can shift you from brightness to darkness
Can pull you down to here
 
Fame won’t make you who you are
Fame can evaporate one day, wait
I mean fame will be no more come tomorrow
But you can still remain yourself
 
Connect yourself to the creator in search of your ID
Connect yourself to the right friend “bible”
Collect yourself the right tool “prayer”
Collect yourself to the right home “church”
 
You are more than a human being; the greater is that in you
You are worth the skills that you can’t do
You are not fake you are born to be a hero
Fight Christian fight
No rest no sleep I say fight Christian.
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Go For Bright
 
Walk as you step in a new world
Walk as you embrace unto your pride
Smile as you begin your journey
Smile to call a victory unto you
 
Do the big brightness slice of life
Cos the bigger the slice, the higher the bright
The higher the bright, the lucky you’re
Cos the future is covered in your hands
 
Have no fear in doing good
Have no fear in showing your true humanity
Take a chance when coming across one
When coming across fortune
 
Take it or you leave it as it is
Grap it or let go of it once
Big ups for your hard working
Big ups for you humbleness
Last but not least  good luck
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I Need Or Seek
 
Money can't buy happiness
That's what they always say
To me is a different story
Money is a sign of evil to me of cause.
 
All I need is love from you
Even if it takes 20miles to reach that destiny
As we all know that history can't repeat its self
But to me it does black and white.
 
Take chances when you come across one
Take distance when you come across hatred
Fake pain when you come across tears
Take deep breath when you hurts.
 
I seek that destiny, I need that love
I feel that pain, I see that tears
I miss that smile, I miss that face
I need, I seek, and  you are that dream, my dream.
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Life About Life A Way To Healing
 
Life is something else it gives you marks
It gives you stressful choices ahead
The choices that can lead you to failure or success
Failure to start again from scratch
 
You will meet few challenges in it
Like having fake friends who claim to love you
They are there for a serious purpose
Not just cos of what you have
But to destroy your vision of life, a way of your life
 
They say you not yet grown until……
Well until you face a lot of challenges…..
But I myself say that: life aint about challenges
Life is about reacting positively to negativity
Like offloading your major problems
 
Well I say unto you that you haven't seen anything yet
You haven't heard anything yet nor done anything
This is not just a poem but a warning
To especially the know it all friends and you of cause
Expect the expectations where is none
Expect the life where there is none
Expect the pass where you failed
That is impossible right yeah I know
But trust me that is possible because the word …
Impossible simply means I am possible
 
Oh yes this is unlike me I know
but you don't know what I'm like
I am some kind of human that have gone through a lot
I was once like any other kid next door
Thinking that I will never in my life see success
 
Who am I kidding I didn't even know what is the word success
I played through my whole childhood as a child
Because when I was a child I thought as a child
But when I was an adult, I am thinking like one now
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Most of you gave up on life because of small things
I mean you call those life problems
You might be going through
Rough and hard time of your life but….
Trust me that is not a way of giving up on your life
 
Life is precious on its self and it must be treated the way
I listen to anyone and give ears and mouth to anyone in need
I always listen to songs of healing or jokes
In a way of forgetting about my everything
But I can't forget all my problems
 
The best way to forget about your problem
Is simply to talk to someone or a stranger about it
Trust me it heals a lot because you won't stress about it
Well try it and you shall see
 
This is not all about me anywhere but you also
Where was I ok I was still talking about you and your life?
Yes your life is a gift from GOD HIMSELF
He gave us life to look after it in a precious way
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Who Am I?
 
I’m rewriting my story here
What you see is not who I am
This smile is not who I am
 
I’m who I’m within my heart
This character you see physically is not who I am
I’m not what you think I am
I’m who I am spiritually and within
 
The way I dress aint me
It may be physically appearance
But I’m not me neither does my self
 
I must first know who I am
 Else
People will always take me as an employee
Not the employer
People will take me as a bicycle not a bike
 
You may see the waterfall under my eyes
But aint mean I’m crying
It’s because it’s raining today
No tears can determine who I am
 
Inside is who I am
Outside is just an appearance
Who am I?
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